
     

North Eastern Railway

Varanasi 

   
 

THE DIVISION : SIGNAL & TELECOM DEPTT.

 
 Varanasi Division is spread over 1226.996 route kilometers consisting of 

120 stations including broad gauge and meter gauge with the variety of Signalling 
Systems using Modern Signaling equipments with centralized operation via central 

panel and Route relay interlocking system allowing the fullest speed and 
punctuality with safety of the traffic. 
 
  

 Varanasi Division is having the widest scope of Passenger Amenities at all 
the stations ensuring the availability of all the modern facilities. To maintain al
these infrastructures and movement of the traffic and monitoring of Passenger 

Amenities, division has owned all the modern communication infrastructures like 
Exchange, Microwave stations and well spread OFC across the division
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Scope of the Division 

Number of Block / Crossing station  = 120 
 

     = 108 

     =  12 stations

     = 1251.89

     = 1108

     = 143.
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